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Linda park dc

26 years ago - Linda Park was born. 8 years ago - 18-year-old Linda starts college, where she meets Wally West. 4 years ago - 22-year-old Linda graduates &amp; begins her career as a reporter in Keystone city, and marries Wally West. now - 26-year-old Linda is pregnant with their daughter, Iris.
There's a surprising amount of content to unpack in Linda.  She is at once fascinating to re-imagine the superhero's love interest while being hemmed in by some of the more weary tropes that plague this kind of character.  Despite this, in Linda there are the basics of a fantastic new take on this kind of
character and superhero supporting cast in general.  First, the thing that makes her stand out is that she was introduced as a sort of wally adversary.  There are many reporters in the DC universe, but they generally work with the heroes of the book.  Linda and Wally were immediately at odds with each
other.  She established it as her own character with her own agenda and her own agency.  Also, she was undeniably a minority, and clearly depicted in this way.  We should point out that one unique thing about Wally is that he has never made too much secret of his secret identity.  Various writers have
played that element down to varying levels of success, and it has been removed from continuity more than once, but generally it's accepted as true.   The long-time trophy of romantic interest of various superheroes is that they must maintain a secret identity in order to protect their loved ones.  As Wally
and Linda grew closer over time, it turned this idea on its head because Wally didn't shy away from telling her the truth to protect her; he shunned the relationship to protect her.  This seems like a small difference, but the consequences are huge.  The fact that it has somehow become the standard trophy
of comics that these characters (almost exclusively men because of sexism) maintain relationships with women who lie on a regular basis should really be much more off-putting than we get it.  Whatever else Wally was doing, he's not lying to Linda.  Denying his feelings for her and his desire to be with
her is still pretty miserable, but at least there's an element of heroic sacrifice to it.  Also, as Linda wins it and decides to be with him despite the dangers, and they decide to enter into a relationship with full knowledge of the possible consequences, it could be one of the most honest and direct relationship
to growth in comics.  There's a purity to it that feels more original than so much of what we see elsewhere.  When Wally is lost to the speed of power and is able to find his way back by focusing on her, it could be a pretty hackneyed story of the decision, but instead it felt entirely real.   Unfortunately, over
time, Linda fell victim to some of the tired story elements that often end up making love Different superheroes carbon copy each other.  While she and Wally decided to face the danger of being in a relationship together, as these dangers played out she wasn't always written as someone she could handle.
 She occasionally displayed the kind of bravery that allowed her to make this choice in the first place, but she just as often became a kind of victim of du-jour.  The trust and mutual respect that underlied their relationship was soon indicated by the one-sided victim/protector paradigm that plagues
superhero relationships. Also, according to the artist, she began to occasionally be drawn so that he hid her status as a minority character.  It was okay to look Asian when she was an antagonist, but not everyone seemed comfortable with the love interest of being anything but a slightly ethnically looking
white woman. Fortunately, these are extremely simple bugs to fix.  By allowing the fact that Wally doesn't really commit to a secret identity, we can let Linda be a courageous, self-confident character who chooses to be in a relationship with a man she loves no matter the dangers.  We've removed all
retroactive transcripts that remove general knowledge of Wally's identity from the general public, and any mention that Linda is lost on the timeline.  She's a proficient journalist, a devoted career, a loving woman and the new mother of little Iris West, the future heroine of Impulse.  Some stories are better,
the less you mess with them. Species Status Human Alive (since 2013) Central City Picture NewsTeam Flash (short)KSFZ Channel 8 (formerly) Unnamed (mother) Olivia Cheng (2013 -2014; 2017; 2020)Malese Jow (2015-present) Holy crap, I've made out with the Flash! -Linda Park to Barry Allen after
he revealed he is the Flash[src] Linda Park is a sports journalist for Central City Picture News, and a former news reporter for KSFZ Channel 8. She is also an ex-girlfriend/friend of Barry Allen and a good friend/former collaborator of Iris West. As part of a failed plan to capture Zoom, Linda briefly
disguised heathed as Dr. Light, her Earth-2 counterpart. Biography of The Original Multiverse Works for KSFZ Channel 8 Linda reports on the explosion of a particle accelerator. Linda reported live from S.T.A.R. Labs just before they were about to turn on the particle accelerator. When they turned on the
accelerator and became unstable, she continued to report. [1] Dating Barry Allen After Barry Allen and drunk Caitlin Snow sang Summer Lovin' at the bar, Linda approached Barry and praised his vocals. Then she gave him her number and told him she could do whatever she wanted with him. A few days
later, she was picked up by Barry from Central City Picture News headquarters for a lunch date. Linda introduced herself to Iris West, the newest CCPN reporter, before Left. [2] Linda meets Iris West. Afterwards, Linda and Barry went to dinner at a Mexican restaurant where they ate spicy tacos. Barry
had little tolerance for them and admitted to Linda that he is a spice master of Central City. Then, they had coffee at CC Nervousness. At the end of that night, the couple shared a kiss, with Linda confirming another date. [3] On their third date, Linda canceled Barry's plans to go out in favor of simply doing
it with him in his living room. Before they could move on, Barry briefly vibrated because of his elevated heart rate. Enjoying the feeling, Linda asked him to repeat it. Just then, Barry was called off and cut their meeting short. [3] After talking to Iris, Linda considered going to call things off, believing that
Barry still felt something for Iris. However, Barry proved his devotion to her by threatening to eat ghost spice if she didn't agree to go on another date with him. Endeared and impressed, Linda agreed, declaring Barry to be [her] spice master of Central City. [3] Later, Linda Park and Barry end up going out
bowling. They start flirting and kissing when Iris notices them. Eventually, they'll join Iris and Eddie Thawne on a double date. Linda and Barry start flirting again when Iris goes to Barry and wipes a little sauce off his face. Iris and Barry's proximity agitates both Linda and Eddie. [4] Barry meets Linda at
Picture News and eventually decides to break up with her after discovering that Iris loves him (although his relationship didn't kick off due to his time travel). [5] Meeting her Earth-2 counterpart After Iris took to the front page with her story about a duo of corrupt realtors, Linda came to congratulate her.
She later rejected Eric Larkin's request to talk to the footballer because he was abusing steroids and punching his wife. [7] Linda meets her Earth-2 counterpart. During one of her nightly changes to CCPN, a super villain named Dr. Light attacks her workplace and everyone escapes except her, Iris and
Erica. The villain tells Linda about her plan to kill her and take over her life. Eric's trying to stop her, but Dr. Light accidentally kills him in the process. Iris shoots out of Dr Light's mask revealing herself to look exactly like Linda, who escapes shortly after. Linda is shaken that someone who looks like her
wanted to kill her and murdered her boss, but is grateful for Iris' intervention. She is taken into police custody by Patty Spivot, while Flash captures her villainous counterpart. [7] Linda Park poses as Dr. Light. After Dr. Light escaped from the pipeline by hijacking security systems, Barry devised a plan to
make Linda pose as Dr. Light and pretend to kill The Flash in an attempt to trick Zoom into stemming from a breach where he could be captured by the team. Donning a Dr Light suit, helmet and gloves created by Cisco Ramon to simulate the light powers she was Practice its accuracy by shooting flash
cardboard cutouts. With doubts about her ability to pull off the plan, Barry visited her and motivated her that she could do it, and that he believed in her, before removing his mask and revealing himself as Flash, leaving her stunned. Flash and Dr. Light managed to successfully pull out acting as a light and
remove Barry's character, throwing over the violation. However, Zoom, on their plan, did not show up. Zoom's taking Linda Park. Later that night on CCPN, Linda spoke with Iris about the situation before preparing to leave. Just as she stepped out, Linda was confronted by Zoom, much to her horror, who
kidnapped her. Linda was taken to the roof of the S.T.A.R. Labs to lure Bolt. Zoom threw it away, but Barry turned his hands to create wind tunnels and slowed Linda's fall, allowing him to catch her. She was told to run when Barry was struggling with a bad speedster. To protect heed heselves from Zoom
and Dr. Light, Linda moved to Coast City to stay with her friends. [8] Dominator invasion Probably after the defeat of Zoom, Linda returned to Central City and CCPN. In December 2016, she wrote an article about the Dominator invasion, which was thwarted by Team Flash and their new allies. [9] Anti-
Crisis Monitor during the Anti-Monitor Crisis, Linda, like everyone in the multiverse with the exception of seven Paragons, was killed in the Anti-Motent Wave Anti-Monitor on December 10, 2019,[10] only to be restored a month later, after Paragons and Spectre created a new universe. [11] The new Linda
multiverse still reported on S.T.A.R. Labs' particle accelerator is turned on in the new multiverse. [12] The personality of Linda is proven to be outgoing, she is also very fast in relationships and dating as she was already doing with Barry on their second date when Barry made plans for them to go out,
Linda is also proven to be very emotionally mature and understanding, admits that Barry's romantic feelings are still with Iris and eventually she had a very civil and friendly breakup with him. Linda is also now good friends with Iris and has been shown to greatly respect her as a writer. She is also shown
to be very brave as she agreed to a Flash plan for her masqueka as her Earth-2 counterpart to draw a zoom, despite the risk. Equipment Capabilities Former Device Dr. Light Suit: After Dr. Light escaped S.T.A.R. Labs, Barry devised a plan for Linda to introduce herself as Dr. Light wearing a suit. [8]
Appearances Arrow Season 2 Three Ghosts (TELEVISION) Season 5 Second Chance (flashback; television) Flash Books Supergirl: Secret Sets Kara Danvers Trivia Linda loves spicy food. [3] Cooking helps Linda relax when she is stressed out. [7] Behind the scenes in the DC comics, Linda Park is the
girlfriend and later wife of Wally West, the third Linda Park was originally simply an Easter egg in an episode of Arrow, Three Ghosts. Played by Olivia Cheng, she was spotted at Barry Allen Central City Police Department laboratory television, reports on the S.T.A.R. Labs particle accelerator disaster.
Since the scene was crucial to the plot of The Pilot, Cheng's Arrow scenes were reprimanded in this opening episode of Flash. Technically then, Cheng never filmed scenes specifically for Flash. As the first season of Flash progressed, producers decided to bring back the character as the fourth leg of The
Love Rectangle also involving Barry, Iris West, and Eddie Thawne. This time, the character was not a TELEVISION reporter, but instead a print sports reporter. According to actor Malese Jow in an interview in February 2015, casting and character change was something we don't really clarify. And since
Cheng was really Arrow Park, Jow rightly suggested that her version of the character was Flash Park. [13] In addition, in the performances of Linda Park in Arrow Season 5 episode Second Chance and Flash Season 6 episode of The Girl Named Sue, she was again played by Olivia Cheng, despite the
reworking. However, in the latter case it's because it was again recreated footage from the original Arrow episode. Links Other versions of Linda Park To view other versions of this character, click on the Earth name below for this Earth counterpart Linda Park. New Multiverse Earth: Prime Original
Multiverse Earth: 1 • 2 • 90 Deutsch Español Français Italiano Русский Community Content is available under CC-BY-SA, unless otherwise stated. More Arrowverse Wiki Wiki
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